
 

12.Important Notice for Radio Regulations
AAntenna 
This module has the approval of the module certification with below antenna: 
FPC-ANT-B (Sony P/N 1-981-353-11, Peak Gain -1.40dBi, Cable Length 34mm) 
 
 
FCC Information 
Since this module is not sold to general end users directly, there is no user manual of 
module. 
For the details about this module, please refer to the specification sheet of module.   
This module should be installed in the host device according to the interface 
specification (installation procedure). 
 
 
This module complies with Part 15 of the FCC rules. 
- FCC ID: AK8FLN01WBM 
 
When using this “FL-N01-WBM” module as radio device in US market device, installer 
must keep below condition. 

1) The label that attached back side of the module indicates complied ID. 
DO NOT remove that label or put another label on this indication label. 

2) If the FCC ID is not visible when the module is installed inside host device, then 
the outside of the host device into which the module is installed must also display 
a label referring to the enclosed module. In that case, the final end product must 
be labeled in a visible area with the following:  
 

 
About indication: It is required that easily readable font size, but not required to 
keep more than 8 point. Line feed in middle of sentence is not acceptable. 

3) Need to indicate below sentence on the final product label. 
 

 



 

Basically above indication is required to label on final end product. But when that 
final end product is small case, it is approved that only indicate in the final end 
product user’s manual. 
** That condition example of small product is smaller than 8 cm x 10cm or smaller 
than the hand. But there is a different opinion by verifier of the FCC and the TCB. 
So it is recommended that installer check in advance. 
 

4) Need to indicate below sentence on the final product manual. 
 
Precautions of modifications 

 
Precautions of Co-location 

 
Precautions of SAR 

 
FFor Japanese Radio Law 
FL-N01-WBM has module type cetification of Japanese Radio Law. 
- Certified Number: 007-AE0047 
 
Installer must keep below condition when selling installed device in Japanese market: 

1) The label that attached back side of the module indicates complied ID. 
DO NOT remove that label or put another label on this indication label. 

2) If disassemble or modify the module, there is possibility to subject to 
punishment by law. DO NOT disassemble or modify.  

3) Must use with certified antenna 
 


